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LSO takes Chicago and the Twin Cities by storm
Alicia Bones
Staff  Writer

Over reading period, the Lawrence
Symphony Orchestra plans to take
over Illinois and Minnesota with the
forceful strains of Shostakovich. The
LSO will embark on its first regional
tour February 14 - 17.
The LSO tour is the latest in a
string of regional appearances by
Lawrence Conservatory ensembles
in recent years. Cantala Women’s
Choir went to Minnesota in 2007 and
the Wind Ensemble will visit Omaha,
Neb. later this year.
The LSO will perform two concerts on their tour under the baton
of David Becker, professor of music
and the director of orchestral studies at Lawrence.
Their first concert will be at
Stillwater Area High School in
Stillwater, Minn. in conjunction with
the high school’s orchestra. The second concert will be in Chicago, where
they will perform at the Auditorium
Theatre of Roosevelt University.
The LSO’s concert will consist
of a diverse set of pieces. They will
perform Russian composer Dmitri
Shostakovich’s “Symphony No. 5 in
D Minor, Op. 47,” which was probably composed in response to the
“Great Terror” in the Soviet Union,
during which Stalin killed a great
number of people.
They will also perform the
Mexican composer and violin-

ist Silvestre Revueltas’ work
“Sensemayá,” based on the poem of
the same name by the Afro-Cuban
poet Nicolás Guillén.
Internationally renowned violin
soloist Wen-Lei Gu, assistant professor of music, will accompany the

orchestra on tour with and has solos
in two pieces.
She will perform the solo in
French
composer
Saint-Säns’
“Introduction and Rondo Capriccio,
Op. 28.” She will also play a repeat
performance of Spanish composer

Sarasate’s “Ziegeunerweisen, Op.
20,” which many Lawrentians heard
at the LSO’s on-campus performance
February 3.
In addition, the LSO will be
involved in activities beneficial to its
members as aspiring professional

musicians.
The members of LSO will attend
a dress rehearsal of the Saint Paul
Chamber Orchestra and a lecture
before a Chicago Symphony concert.
They will then stay for the concert of
Mozart pieces conducted by Mitsuko
Uchida, a world-famous conductor
and pianist.
The LSO will also have time for
other leisure activities, such as visiting the Field Museum or the Art
Institute in Chicago and, of course,
checking out the Mall of America in
Bloomington.
Free time seems to be a highlight
of the trip for some of the orchestra’s members.
Sophomore violist Sonia Emmons
said, “I am hoping to spend a lot of
time at the Chicago Art Institute,
and maybe even sleep there like
the girl does at the Met in ‘From
the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. Basil E.
Frankweiler.’”
In the LSO’s attempted takeover
of Chicago and Minneapolis, hopefully the old saying will prove true
— Shostakovich conquers all.
LSO Tour Concerts:
February 14 at 7 p.m.: Stillwater
Area High School, 5701 Stillwater
Blvd. Stillwater, MN
February 16 at 7:30 p.m.:
Auditorium Theatre of Roosevelt
University, 50 E. Congress Parkway,
Chicago, IL. Price: $25

Photo courtesy of Stephanie Martin
The Lawrence Symphony Orchestra will be going on tour through Minnesota and Illinois over the weekend.

Beck seminar survey reveals campus political sentiments
Katy Hillbo
Staff  Writer

The primaries are almost upon
us. Everywhere you look are reminders of the impending election: The
front pages of newspapers are plastered with pictures of smiling candidates, news programs are holding
debates, talk radio show hosts are
yelling at each other, and of course
the Internet is filled with content
about the election.
Yet in the era of Fox News and
YouTube debates, it can be hard to
sort out fact from fiction and find
objective information about candidates’ positions on issues that you
care about.
This year, as an initiative by

Lawrence University President Jill
Beck, a seminar class has been created to address issues related to the
upcoming election and to help students be better informed and more
involved with the election process.
President Beck, her husband
Robert Beck, and Director of
Research Administration Bill Skinner
are teaching the course. It is their
hope that the course will, as Skinner
said, “get students involved in voting.”
The class is working in conjunction with the Web site
MyElectionDecision.org to provide
the Lawrence community with information about the candidates that
addresses the issues Lawrentians
really care about.

To help gauge what issues
Lawrentians find most important,
the students in the class have been
conducting surveys around campus.
The surveys were administered to
a ‘convenience sample’ of people
— essentially groups or individuals
who were accessible to the students
conducting the interviews — but still
covered a wide range of students.
Surveys were conducted in
the Alexander Gymnasium, the
Conservatory and dorms, among
other places on campus. The interviews were face-to-face, and interviewees were asked to rate issues on
a scale of one to five that denoted
the importance of each issue to the
interviewee’s predicted decision in
the election.

The students in the small class
were able to conduct an impressive
number of surveys, with a current
total of 460 people surveyed.
The valid number stands for the
number of students who answered
the question and the missing number stands for the number of students who responded with “I don’t
know.” The mean is the average
response students gave based on the
five-point scale.
From the data that was collected,
the students determined the top
six issues by comparing the means
for each issue. They found that the
top issues are: environmental issues,
funding for K-12 education (modified to include funding for the arts),
international diplomacy, reproduc-

tive rights, civil liberties and the war
on terror.
The students also found that 55
percent of people surveyed plan to
vote in the general election and 67 percent have visited MyElectionDecision.
org. The students will be researching
candidates’ positions on these issues
and modifications will be made to
MyElectionDecision.org in accordance with the information that they
find.
As a result of the work from
the Beck seminar class and
MyElectionDecision.org, Lawrentians
now have an ally to help them
become better informed about the
candidates’ positions on issues that
the campus community finds important.

Weather
Source: weather.com

Few Snow Showers
High 21
Low 21
Wind: SSW at 13 mph
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Weekend

Saturday

Table courtesy of Bill Skinner and the Beck seminar class

Few Snow Showers
High 30
Low 19
Wind: W at 12 mph
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The secret lives of LU professors
Monica Rico:
figure skaterturned-professor
Kayla Wilson

Associate News Editor

Assistant Professor of History
Monica Rico was once a competitive
figure skater. She has always liked
history. As a young girl she loved
to read Laura Ingalls Wilder and
“Johnny Tremain,” and she had a
fascination with ancient Egypt. “I
had no idea that people could grow
up to be historians,” she said.
Now that she has grown up and
become a historian, her specialty
lies in American history, particularly
dealing with gender and the environment. “My research focuses on the
nineteenth-century understandings
of gender and the natural world,”
she said.
Rico explained that she originally intended to specialize in British
history in graduate school, but she
found that there was not a research
question in that area interesting
enough to her to write a dissertation.
After taking some graduate-level
American history classes and receiving faculty encouragement, she
made the switch.
While in college at UC-Berkeley,
she developed her interest in gender
studies, completing an honors project about women students at Oxford
and Cambridge.
As for the environment, this

was something she was interested
in for quite some time, working for
various environmental organizations
between college and grad school.
Rico is currently at work on
projects that draw on all of these
interests.
The first, and closest to completion, is a book about masculinity in
the American West. Based on her
doctoral dissertation, the project is
built around six biographical essays,
written by three British men and
three American men.
“I want to encourage people to
see the West as culturally significant
to more than just Americans,” she
said of the project. The book is
currently under contract with a publisher, “so it will be done, soon.”
Her other project, still in the
formative stages, is about women
and gardening in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries.
Rico’s position at Lawrence “was
not the result of careful career planning,” Rico said, calling it “a series
of coincidences that led to a good
outcome.”
Her husband was offered a job
here, and since she was unemployed
at the time, they made the move.
Initially hired to teach part-time and
work in the CTL, a spot in the history department later opened and
she applied.
Rico teaches courses in American
history, with obvious leanings
toward gender and the environment.
She has also been able to draw
on her British history background
and teach classes in that area, an
opportunity she enjoys. “It’s fun!”
she said.
In her spare time, Rico loves to
spend time with her adorable dog

Photo courtesy of lawrence.edu
Professor Rico specializes in American history.

Niko, who “really helps [her] enjoy
winter.” She also loves to cook and
work out, joking, “It’s really good
that I like both.”
She is also studying Chinese,
and she can carry on very simple
conversations in that language.
As for reading, which she enjoys
immensely, Rico laments the lack of
time she has to devote to it at the
moment.
“I used to just devour books,”
she said. Unable to pick a favorite
book, she said “I like to have a lot
of different friends, just like I like
to have a lot of different kinds of
books.” She also “really love[s] TV,”
but she cannot handle a long drawn
out storyline anymore, not since the
implosion of “The X-Files.” Instead,
she prefers the Food Network and
sports, including figure skating.

Simon discusses Chris Burden and found art
Caitlin Williamson
Staff  Writer

Thursday, Feb. 7, Curator of
Exhibitions at the Madison Museum
of Contemporary Art (MMoCA) Jane
Simon gave a lecture entitled “Cars,
Dresses, and Shelves: Learning
from Chris Burden’s B-Car” at the
Wriston Art Center. The lecture
was sponsored by the Art and Art
History Departments and the Fine
Arts Colloquium. Simon discussed
upcoming exhibitions that will be
coming to the MMoCA, as well as
the work of performance artist Chris
Burden.
Burden’s better-known works
include being nailed to a car and
having his assistant shoot him in
the arm. “The point of his art was to
make his body part of the sculptural
work-he was not interested in the
violence or sensationalism,” Simon
said.
The main piece of art Simon
focused on in her lecture was
Burden’s B-Car. The B-Car is a small
car Burden built by himself in 1978.
He claimed it could go 150 miles per
hour and get 150 miles to the gallon.
Burden built the B-Car to make a
point about the relationship between
consumers and corporations.
“He wanted you to be able to
buy something that you can customize yourself,” Simon said. “Burden
wanted you, as the consumer, to
choose to circumvent the corporate
system. [The B-Car] really was an
extension of Chris Burden himself,
an embodiment of the artist.”
There are several other artists
Simon mentioned in her lecture that
use ‘found’ art — making something

ordinary like a soccer ball or shopping bag into art — in a similar way
as Burden to promote people making
their own things, including Fabrice
Behr and Lucy Orta.
Simon’s favorite part about the
art of Chris Burden was his ability
to make a point about something
important in the world.
“I think it’s most interesting that
[these artists] have this ability to
critique culture; I think they have a
certain way of understanding how
we live in this world and the way we
could live in this world,” Simon said.
“It’s kind of a utopian imagination
thing — imagining what we have,
and thinking way beyond that, solving all the problems of the world.”

Simon is currently working on
two upcoming exhibitions, the work
of T.L. Seline, which will open in
May, and the work of George Segal,
which will open in September.
Some art students were able to
have a critique with Simon. Senior
Melanie Heindl, a double-major in
art history and English with a minor
in studio art, had a one-on-one art
critique with Simon.
“It was good getting advice from
someone who is not only a curator but an artist as well. It was
really cool seeing what someone else
that might be exhibiting your works
might say about them, or what she’s
looking for,” Heindl said.

Photo courtesy of volny.cz
Chris Burden's artwork includes a piece with himself nailed to a car.

Dear readers and sudoku-lovers:
The Lawrentian staff realizes that the
sudoku puzzle in last week's paper was
erroneous. The situation is being resolved
and we have found a new, more accurate
source of sudoku puzzles. We apologize
for any disappointment or inconvenience.
Please enjoy this new puzzle!
Sincerely,
The Lawrentian's Editorial Board
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After the Bubble bursts Scientists of the Week: Beth Rubin and
Carrie Prochniak

Emily Saltzman in a 4-door apartment
Nicole Capozziello
Staff  Writer

About a year ago, Emily Saltzman
and I found ourselves at Christmas
Mountain resort in Wisconsin’s seediest tourist trap, the Wisconsin Dells.
As Saltzman and I ate Pocahontasshaped cookies, played Bingo, and
unsuccessfully attempted to garner
a $100 Wal-Mart gift certificate, neither of us had a care in the world. We
didn’t stop to think where she would
be in a year, yet if we had, I definitely
don’t think either of us would have
landed on Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Yet
that is exactly where she is, working
in the thriving metropolis half an
hour north of Iowa City, formerly
home to both the Wright brothers
and Elijah Wood.
Not unlike those former Cedar
Rapids residents, Saltzman is biding her time as an employee at Coe
College, on the verge of breakout
success. Since August, Saltzman has
been an employee of the AmeriCorps
Vista Campus Compact program
whose goal is to break down barriers
between campus and the community.
She receives housing and meals on
campus as in addition to a monthly
stipend to live on. Her apartment,
located on the first floor of one of
the dorms, came complete with a
spiral staircase and four doors, a
facet that never fails to mesmerize
dorm residents. She often hears bellows of, “where does this door go
to?” throughout the night.
During the daylight hours,
Saltzman is in charge of implementing the recently reformatted volunteering program at Coe, requiring
students to complete 20 hours of
community service by the end of
their first year. Saltzman sets students up with volunteering opportunities in the community (according
to their interests) and also helps
students find internships with nonprofit organizations, paid through
work-study.
Through well-rounded campus

involvement, Saltzman forged positive bonds with faculty and staff
from all different parts of Lawrence,
giving her a strong base for further
work. “My program didn’t accept
professor references at all,” said
Emily, who made connections by
heading Student Welfare Committee
and other organizations. Saltzman
believes Lawrence gave her a nice
base for her current position.
Outside of her 9-to-4 work day
and sporadic meetings in the evening, Saltzman is rediscovering hobbies. She’s been working out, reading
a lot, grocery shopping, and cooking.
“I’ve successfully watched almost
all of the independent movies on
Netflix,” added Emily, who misses
the array of cultural and artistic
outlets at Lawrence.
She misses a lot of things about
Lawrence, including feeling like a part
of the community, the people, and,
oddly enough, Downer. However, she
admitted, “After awhile, you realize
that your life at Lawrence ended and
it ended in the right place.”
Saltzman also said that, like purgatory, it is an awkward stage to be
in. Students and staff alike are confused by her age and living on campus makes it impossible to separate
her personal and professional life.
As Saltzman can’t hang out with students, her friend circle has shifted
from college students to co-workers
who are usually at least 15 years her
senior. “I’ve had to perfect talking
about everyday, normal conversation
topics like the weather, tuna fish,
and mainstream movies.”
Next fall, she is hoping to obtain
a position with a non-profit organization in D.C., Chicago, or the Twin
Cities.
In the meantime, she will be
leading an alternative spring break
trip to New York, in which she and
a small group of students will volunteer in Prospect Park, an animal
shelter, and at the LGBTQ Center for
Anti-Violence.

by April West
The scientists of the week are senior
psychology major Beth Rubin and senior
biochemist Carrie Prochniak. For their
collective honors project, which is being
guided by both Associate Professor of
Psychology Beth Haines and Associate
Professor of Biology Beth DeStasio, they
are interviewing families with at least
one child with muscular dystrophy. The
children fall between the ages of four
Photo by Chad Bay
and eighteen.
Rubin and Prochniak are interviewing the families
about the health care system and what has best helped both the child and the family so that the health care
system can then be altered to be more effective. They are also looking at what helps the families to cope and at
ways the family members communicate with one another.
“It is important to hear directly from the families about what is and isn’t working for them. People are working very hard to find cures for these diseases, but in the meantime many people have to still deal with them,”
stated Rubin.
The interview consists of straightforward questions and some more open-ended questions. The Muscular
Dystrophy Association has also invited Rubin and Prochniak to give a presentation about their results at the
annual MDA convention.
“Most people don’t conceive of what we are doing as science, which is a big misconception,” said Rubin. “Just
because we are working with people and we can’t manipulate them doesn’t mean that it isn’t science. It is just
as important as medical science and I think that it is very under-studied.”
Prochniak initially became interested in this area when she attended a two-week genetics course in middle
school. Rubin became interested in this subject through Prochniak, who volunteered at the Appleton Medical
Center and a hospital in Green Bay.
Rubin has interned at the Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago and has also volunteered at the St. Louis
Children’s hospital.
After graduation, Rubin plans on taking a year off and then getting her master’s degree in occupational
therapy. Prochniak plans to go to school for genetic counseling with a specific interest in working with kids.

Thermal glider takes to the sea
Daniel Fulton
Gennady Malyshev
Emily Peck
Corey Zehfus
for The Lawrentian

Autonomous underwater gliders
are one of the most important tools
in oceanographic research, collecting detailed data needed over large
stretches of ocean and time.
The most obvious method of collecting data at sea is from the deck
of a boat, but this is often prohibitive, not only in the effort needed on
the part of oceanographers, but also
in cost; oceanographic research vessels cost somewhere in the range of
$20,000 per day on the ocean.
A convenient solution is the use
of robotic gliders. These torpedolike tubes with wings are only big
enough to accommodate a small bay
of instruments as well as the propulsion system. The gliders stand in
contrast to the more traditional, propeller driven, underwater robots.
Rather than push themselves
along with propellers, the gliders
translate vertical buoyant force
into horizontal force using movable
wings. Much like a submarine, the
glider is able to control its buoyancy
by taking in and pumping out water,
and it turns with the help of a vertical rudder.
Traditional gliders save grant
money almost immediately, though
they start out looking rather costly
at $100,000 to build. However, they
require only two days at sea, a dropoff and a retrieval, plus the cost of
recharging their batteries, in order to
carry out a continuous data-collection mission for an entire month.
Most of the gliders used by
researchers today change their buoy-

ancy with battery-powered mechanical pumps that move water from
inside the glider’s pressurized hull
outside into the ocean, and back
again, thus changing the glider’s volume without changing its mass.
In a new thermal glider, developed by researchers at Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution and at the
University of the Virgin Islands, the
change in buoyancy draws its power
from the thermal layering of the
ocean.
Wax-filled tubes convert the
thermal energy of the ocean into a
mechanical energy. Near the surface
of the ocean, where the temperature
is higher, the wax expands, pressur-

izing gas which can be expanded
later to do work. As the glider sinks
deeper, the surrounding temperature drops, compressing the wax and
readying it for the warmer temperatures of the surface.
The obvious advantage of this
mode of propulsion is that it uses no
battery power to actually move the
glider. The only things that require
electric power are the sensors and
the rudder. This has the potential
of extending the lifetimes of data
collection missions to long periods,
with the only limiting factor being
the small current drawn by the few
electrical components remaining
onboard.

Photo courtesy of Daniel Fulton
Thermal gliders translate vertical buoyant force into horizontal thrust with their wings.
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Letter to the Editor
In response to Jess Vogt’s column of February 8, I would like
to correct some misinformation
being spread through media outlets
about the Tongass National Forest
Plan Amendment. This Forest Plan
Amendment for the Tongass represents a new level in stakeholder and
cooperating agency collaboration
that many see as unparalleled in
forest planning. This Amendment
was for the original 1997 Plan,
which was decided under the
Clinton administration. Regardless

of the administration, the plan is
designed to provide for the multiple-use mission the Forest Service
is given for managing 193 million acres of National Forests. The
Tongass, at 17 million acres, is the
largest, but does not contain a full
or contiguous 17 million acres of
forest. Quite the contrary, the forest here is broken up by mountain
ranges, rocks, ice, and a substantial
amount of sea and fresh water. The
claim that we are opening about
3-plus million acres to logging is

a misnomer, because that acreage
was never closed to logging. What
is important is, of that acreage, only
663,000 acres is designated for suitable timber harvesting over the next
10 years. The plan for harvesting on
the Tongass is tied to a phased-in
strategy called the Timber Program
Adaptive Management Strategy,
which ties proposed harvest levels
to the capacity of local mills to process the timber. Those local mills
currently need about 85 million
board feet a year to maintain their

operations. A million board feet,
for reference, is only enough lumber to build about 83 3-bedroom
houses. This phased in Adaptive
Management Strategy calls for timber to be harvested from the existing roaded area, with limited use
of low-value roadless areas until
the capacity from the mills exceeds
100 MMBF a year for two consecutive years. This approach was
partly developed with significant
collaboration from many diverse
stakeholders from the timber

and fishing industries, as well as
national and regional conservation
and environmental groups. You can
read the full text of the Forest Plan,
the decision and the Environmental
Impact Statement at www.tongassfpadjust.net for the full story.

Phil Sammon,
Public Affairs Officer
Ketchikan, AK

Decision 2008: The Candidates on Energy and the Environment
Jess Vogt
Columnist

The Wisconsin Presidential primary is only a few days away. Feb.
19, 2008 marks the day on which
Wisconsinites — and Lawrentians
— will have their first say in the
nation’s dialogue of who will be the
next President of the United States.
Climate change and the nation’s
energy security dominate environmental discussions on all campaign
trails, but what are these candidates actually saying? Apart from
the commonality that all four of
the top candidates affirm global
warming and support a mandatory
cap-and-trade system to help reduce
carbon emissions, each candidate
has a unique take on environmental
issues. As a quantitative measure
of each candidate’s environmental record, I have chosen to use

scores developed by the League of
Conservation Voters (LCV; www.lcv.
org). The LCV’s mission is to advocate for environmentally beneficial
policies and policy-makers, and to
do so, they use a scoring system
to rate policy-makers, called the
National Environmental Scorecard
and Presidential Report Card. These
scores are calculated using the policy-maker’s voting record (absences
count as negative votes) on environmental legislation.
Hillary Rodham Clinton (D):
The Clinton position on the environment centers on public healthrelated initiatives, such as pollution
controls and clean up, and health
and safety standards — things that
affect the health of the nation’s
children, according to an interview
on the LCV Web site. These ideas
draw from Clinton’s past work for
children and health care. Her vot-

ing record in the Senate illustrates
a commitment to efforts to reduce
carbon emissions, including cosponsorship of the “Global Warming
Pollution Reduction” and “Climate
Stewardship and Innovation” Acts
of 2007. Clinton also supports creation of an energy fund to focus on
research of global warming solutions. If elected, she stated in the
LCV interview that the environment

The Green Scene

would be one of her top priorities
in office. Lifetime LCV score (based
on voting record; out of a possible
100): 90
Mike Huckabee (R): Huckabee’s
position on the environment focuses
on energy independence and “energy
sources that don’t have a greenhouse
effect,” according to the New York
Times and the official Huckabee
website. He believes the environment and stewardship of the Earth
is a spiritual issue, regardless of the
science behind it. Unfortunately, the
official Huckabee Web site provides
little insight into his policies for the
environment, having only a section
on energy independence and agriculture. Huckabee supports continued
agricultural subsidies, particularly
for crops that can be used as biofuel, an alternative energy. As of
press time, the Huckabee campaign
had not answered the LCV question-

naire. No LCV score was available for
this candidate because as governor
he has no voting record on environmental legislation.
John McCain (R): The McCain
campaign puts its environmental focus on energy security. As
McCain views national security as
the nation’s first and foremost top
priority, he believes that “the wise
and sustainable stewardship of
natural resources will continue to
be an increasingly crucial factor in
protecting the nation’s environmental, economic and physical security,” according to an LCV interview.
McCain’s environmental promises
in this interview read like a broken record: cap-and-trade emissions
and market solutions. McCain does
not support renewable energies but

See Decision on page 6
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2008 Election Viewpoints
Election prediction:
Obama ‘08
J.B. Sivanich
Columnist

In my January 25 column, “A
Closer Look at Obama,” I detailed
my reasons for believing Obama to
be a candidate of change in terms of
modern American political history.
While I mainly focused on foreign
policy during that column, this week
I will elaborate on other differences
I see between the two Democratic
candidates.
The biggest accusation thrown
at Barack Obama is his lack of experience. While Obama certainly has
less experience than some of his
rivals, the issue bears more implications than it is normally made out
to have.
As shown by the various bills that
Obama has sponsored and helped
pass, on issues ranging from ethics
to aid for the Congo, it is clear that
he has the ability to draft reasonable
legislation and garner enough support to enact it into law. I also think
that not enough respect is given to
his prior experience as president
of the Harvard Law Review, a community organizer in Chicago, and a
constitutional law professor at the
University of Chicago. It should also
be remembered that Barack Obama
will be 47 when he takes office, if he
wins the election, which would make
him a year older than Bill Clinton
was when he took office in 1992.
Hillary Clinton is obviously a

seasoned politician, but when speaking of her “experience,” one needs
to take into account how this has
formed her outlook and positions. I
used this example in my last editorial but will expand upon it to make
my point.
At the height of the Cold War
in 1989, George H.W. Bush passed
legislation that allowed the opening
of T.V. Marti. It is a T.V. and radio
station that broadcasts from a balloon to Florida to Cuba in hopes of
adding to the only three television
stations that Fidel Castro’s government allows. It has come to represent, however, America’s bloated
soft imperialism efforts. Restricted
by international broadcasting regulations, it is only on air from 3:30 to
8:30 in the morning. This, coupled
with the Cuban government’s jamming of the signal, has led 997 out
of 1,000 Cubans to say that they
did not watch T.V. Marti during the
past year and that only nine out of
10 have even heard of T.V. Marti,
in a 2001 survey conducted by the
Broadcasting Board of Governors.
Obama opposed funding for it, while
Clinton, aware of the powerful antiCastro Cuban lobby in Miami, voted
for its continuation.
The way Clinton runs her campaign also shows her political
instincts taking over. After coming
in third place in the Iowa caucus,
she gave a victory speech saying
that voters want change, though she
was joined on stage by three figures from the past: former President
Bill Clinton, former Sec. of State
Madeline Albright, and former Gen.
Wesley Clarke. This is the woman

Why not to vote Nader in 2008
Ryan Day
Columnist

To me, Ralph Nader is something of an anomaly. I mean, like any
good liberal, I have a fair amount of
contempt for the two party system.
I am far from agreeing with the
Republicans on most anything, and
most of the time the Democrats
don’t look so hot, either. Give me
real governmental reform over all of
the political pandering to the center
any day of the week, but this is not
about that.
I also consider myself something of a realistic person. As much
as I can theorize about a workers’
revolution and a Socialist, workerdriven state, I know that it won’t
happen any time soon. And while

McCain a
Conservative?!
Steve Swedberg
Columnist

Last week, I attended the
Conservative
Political
Action
Conference, also known as CPAC. As
I got off the plane, I found out that
Romney announced his “resignation”
at CPAC. Initially, I was in denial.
When this awful reality sank in, I
realized that John McCain was the
likely candidate for the 2008 elections. When I got to CPAC, McCain
was giving his speech about how he
was going to unite the Republican
Party — you know, the usual pandering that goes on during this time in
the election cycle. He also claimed
how he was going to adhere to conservative principles. By the time the
conference was over, I had to won-

who changed her strategy to focusing on taking questions during
campaign stops only after she lost
in Iowa. Clinton and her husband
are now engaged in conducting an
almost Good Cop/Bad Cop style of
campaigning.
There is much debate over who
should be the new candidate of
choice for supporters of the former Edwards campaign. I think
the answer is quite simple. Barack
Obama, who started out after law
school as a community activist and
a lawyer defending discrimination
and voters’ rights cases, is a much
more logical choice to inherit the
populist role than Hillary Clinton,
who sat on the board of Wal-Mart for
six years. Even at a face value, there
is a clear difference: Obama is worth
$2.5 million, at high estimates, while
Clinton lent her campaign $5 million
in the build-up to Super-Tuesday.
Obama is not the wealthy politician,
but a real, experienced citizen.
When George Bush leaves office
in 340 days — for those of us who
are counting — he will leave his
successor with a long list of things
to fix. Troops remain in the broken
countries of Afghanistan and Iraq,
47 million Americans have no health
care, national debt is reaching the
$10 trillion mark, 10 percent of this
debt is owned by China, our nearest
economic competitor, the country
is “divided,” and we are ill-prepared
to face the coming climate crisis. A
change from “politics as usual” is
the best “hope” we have of breaking
out of this rut.

I’m certainly open to discussion of
radical politics — indeed, I feel it is
of utmost importance — I also know
the value of small steps.
That brings me back to Ralph
Nader, who recently announced that
he might run for president in the
2008 election. He’s not sure if it is
conceivable yet, but he has set up
a committee to research the plausibility of this bid. He stated that
his reason for his possible candidacy is that the candidates of the
Democratic Party are just not up to
the task of changing this country.
Well, Ralph, I agree.
On the other hand, how many of
you out there remember the 2000
election, the election that liberals go
on and on about having been stolen
by George Bush? Look back and

remember the whole Florida debacle
— how Gore was stated as having
won, then the statement was taken
back, how Gore privately conceded
to Bush, but then took it back and
awaited recount while the citizens
of the U.S. could only sit tensely and
wait. And finally, remember how
Bush won Florida by only 537 votes,
giving him the electoral votes of the
state and ultimately the presidency.
Ralph Nader got 97,488 votes in
Florida, and I think I can safely say
that most of those votes were of the
liberal persuasion. If those votes had
gone to Al Gore, perhaps we would
be looking at a very different U.S.
It is because of Nader’s candidacy
drawing liberals away from supporting the Democratic candidate that
Bush is in the office right now. If
you’re reading on the fence between
voting Democrat or voting Nader,
I’m sure I don’t have to explain the

der which conservative principles he
was talking about. McCain is known
for being a maverick — there’s no
mistake about that. And when the
party is not acting according to its
own principles, being a maverick is
a good thing. But has McCain been
acting like a conservative? It doesn’t
matter whether or not he says he is
a conservative because talk is cheap
when your actions contradict what
you are saying. The most objective
determinant of his conservatism is
his voting record. So let’s see if his
voting record matches up with his
rhetoric.
First of all, McCain opposed
Bush’s 2001 and 2003 tax cuts (which
incidentally boosted the American
economy). In 2001, McCain said
that the wealthy would benefit from
the tax cuts at the expense of the
middle class. Sounds a lot like John
Edwards and social-class warfare! He
recently stated that “greedy people
on Wall Street need to be punished,”
because they were selling sub-prime

mortgages. McCain seems to forget
that people chose to buy those mortgages of their own volition, and were
not forced at gunpoint to take them.
Let’s get this straight — not only
does McCain hate the free-market
system, but he doesn’t want people
to take personal responsibility for
making their own poor life decisions. Some conservative he is!
Environmentally speaking, he is
the man who put drilling in ANWR
on par with a proposal to stripmine Yellowstone. ANWR is not only
a proposal that most Republicans
support, but it’s also something that
most of the citizens in that region
support because it would bring revenues to that part of the country.
Plus, only 8 percent of ANWR would
be considered for exploration, so the
caribou still have plenty of roaming
space. He also fell for the global
warming alarmism and is one of the
biggest congressional noisemakers
when it comes to doing something
about global warming. He tried to

For America: Ron
Paul for President
Fellow Lawrentians,
This Tuesday, you are empowered to send America a message,
a message that we want change,
not only a change in who runs the
White House, but a change in how
it is run.
Republican Congressman Ron
Paul is the only presidential candidate who promises a significant
departure from the status quo by
ending the war and returning the
presidency to its original constitutional form.
This Tuesday, you are empowered to tell America we want the
war to end and the troops to come
home.
The war was sold on false pretenses, and the immense human toll
and skyrocketing costs, which could
top two trillion dollars, have weakened the economic, military and
moral fabric of our nation. America
is in more debt than ever before,
nearing 10 trillion dollars, and our
military preparedness is at its lowest point in decades.
Ron Paul opposed the war before
it started. In 2002, he told Congress
there was “no convincing evidence
that Iraq is capable of threatening
the security of this country, and,
therefore, very little reason, if any,
to pursue a war.”
Unlike Hillary Clinton, Ron Paul
voted against the original war authorization. Unlike Barack Obama, he
has never voted to fund the war.
Ron Paul’s first act as Commander
in Chief will be an immediate withdrawal from Iraq, and unlike Obama
and Clinton, Ron Paul will not leave
behind residual forces in Iraq. When
he says all the troops, he means all
the troops.
This Tuesday, you are empow-

ered to tell America we want a
leader who will exercise presidential
powers with great hesitation and
humility.
In the last century, the powers
of the president have expanded dramatically beyond the original intent
of the Constitution. What used to be
an office that faithfully executed the
laws and commanded the military
has become an office that commands all aspects of our lives, our
jobs and our wallets, what we can
and cannot do to our bodies, and
even who we can and cannot marry.
Ron Paul isn’t running for president to control your life. He won’t
propose a constitutional amendment to ban gay marriage. He won’t
try to garnish the wages of those
who don’t buy health care. Instead,
he wants to roll back many of the
expanded presidential powers created by President Bush.
A disturbing example of this
expansion emerged in the post9/11 period when the president
announced he could declare any
American citizen an enemy combatant and detain him or her indefinitely without charge or assistance
of counsel. This really happened
to Jose Padilla, an American citizen
arrested at Chicago O’Hare Airport
in 2002, held in custody on a Navy
brig, tortured, and finally charged
two years later.
As president, Ron Paul will
uphold the Constitution, especially
the part that guarantees the right to
habeas corpus, the right to a speedy
and public trial, and many other
rights that our founding document
enshrines.
This Tuesday, you can tell
America we want a president who
will resist the temptation to take
power a president shouldn’t have;
we want a president who will defend
our liberties, not attack them.
This Tuesday, I implore you,
my fellow Lawrentian Republicans,
Democrats and independents, to follow your conscience and vote for
Ron Paul.

difference.
I’m also sure that I don’t have
to explain why John McCain poses
the same threat to change in the U.S.
that George Bush has for the past
eight years. Whichever Democratic
candidate gets the nomination, be it
Clinton or Obama, that person may
not be the ultimate instrument of
change to this country, but at least,
in my opinion, they won’t cause the
country to regress into something

worse, either.
As a realistic liberal, a believer in
small steps, I don’t think that we can
afford another 2000, and given the
general atmosphere of the presidential campaigns, the 2008 election is
going to be close. Maybe Nader won’t
run — perhaps he will see the importance of letting this one go — but if
he does, I urge you not to vote for
him. There is no room for another
term of Republican presidency.

pass the McCain-Lieberman bill,
which would have been the most
intrusive and erroneous attempt
in this nation’s history to regulate
industry.
But if there is one policy stance
of his that is infuriating to the far
Right, it has to be his immigration
policy. This is the man who tried
to pass the McCain-Kennedy bill,
which would give 11 million illegal
immigrants citizenship. This would
have been the largest amnesty bill
in history, and quite frankly, we
are still recovering from the 1986
amnesty that only let in three million illegals. This action shows that
he would prefer to reward criminal behavior rather than punishing
it. He is so pro-illegal immigration
that he voted against the Cornyn
Amendment (6/6/07), which stated
that any gang members or terrorists could not receive amnesty. He
was emotionally distraught over the
bill to the point that he decided
to hurl the F-bomb at Cornyn! So,

how is hostility supposed to re-unite
the Republican Party? Also, do
we want someone easily provoked
over a disagreement to be our next
Commander in Chief?
He does have some impressive
wartime credentials though, and he
would probably handle the Middle
East better than Bush has been. He
has a decent record for decreasing
federal spending. But in the end, is
McCain a conservative? Hardly! He
claims that he is a uniting force, but
he only extends the proverbial olive
branch to Democrats. Instead of trying to help reunite the Republican
Party, he is further fracturing it by
name-calling and backstabbing other
members of his own party. It’s also
interesting that the New York Times
seems to like him a lot, as well.
That should tell you something right
there! No, McCain is not nearly as far
to the Left as Obama or Clinton, but
it sure would be more appropriate
if the Senator had a “D” next to his
name rather than an “R.”

Stephen Flynn
Columnist
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St yle ,
more st yle!
Hair
EP: We’re talking about hair. Bad
hair is rampant these days: Winter
causes dullness, overgrowth, and
hat hair, sometimes all at the same
time.
Seriously?
KW: If you suspect you may have
curly hair, there are two things you
need to do immediately. 1) Stop
brushing your hair when
it is dry. Your hair will
look like a bush or a
Diana Ross wig. 2) Buy
a diffuser for your blow
dryer. Then you will actually have defined curls
instead of looking like
you have a dog on your
head. Letting your hair
air-dry is another good
option, but I don’t recommend it in this weather.
Furthermore, the less you
touch curly hair, the better. If you let it do what
it wants, you will discover that curly hair is so
much easier to manage
than straight hair, plus
with the right haircut it is
really sexy. Look into it.
EP: I would like to talk
about long hair, since it’s
simultaneously my most
and least favorite thing
people do with their hair.
There are too many people in this world with
unstyled long hair. If you are not
going to cut it all off, then at least
be willing to cut it into some sort
of a shape. Please. Layers, bangs,
anything is better than totally plain
(especially straight!) long hair!
KW: Curly hair also seriously
benefits from layers. They keep
things from getting weighed down
and, most importantly, prevent “triangle head,” an unfortunate disorder
caused by a combination of curly
hair and an all-one-length haircut.
AA: Maybe people grow their
hair out because pixie haircuts, and
other short cuts, have a bad rap.
That’s because everybody thinks
that they will look like a boy with
a super-short hairstyle — but that
is a myth! Having been the owner
of a sweet pixie cut myself, I know
it is a harrowing thing to cut off all
your hair. But once you’ve done it,
it’s hard not to have a torrid love
affair with it. Pixie cuts give your
face angles, they bring out your eyes,

and you can show off great earrings.
However, many people also believe
that it takes a certain face-shape for
this type of haircut. Magazines add
to this by telling us what style of
hair we should have, depending on
whether we have a square jaw or a
pointy chin. But I am a devout believer in the pixie cut. If you are feeling
frumpy or boring, take the pixie-cut
risk. It will make you feel super chic
and seriously fabulous.
KW: I think that sometimes you
have to spend more money for better hair, but I seriously want to put
a hair myth to rest: Except for the
follicle, your hair is dead. Your follicles have no idea what is going on
with the rest of your hair, so shaving
or cutting has no effect on your hair
growth, despite what you have heard.
Imagine the state your legs would be
in if this were true. Plucking on the
other hand will damage the follicle
after awhile and that will effect hair

face! There are definite situations in
which a trim could make you look
thinner or brighten your face and
show your eyes.
EP: Everyone should try bangs. At
least once. There are so many different styles that I would venture to say
that there is one for everyone.
JC: I used to hate bangs. Now
I think I look like a fetus without
them. I also used to hate layers, until
I realized that my hair looked like
that triangle-haired girl from “Hey
Arnold!” without chunks cut out, like
what Kayla mentioned. I think everyone should go through that phase
where they just go to a credible hair
salon and say, “Do what you think is
best” (I mean, you should probably
talk about it with the stylist a bit
first). But that time of your life where
you have two weeks until you have to
do anything important or see anyone
interesting, you should just take the
plunge. (This is coming from the girl
who hasn’t cut her hair in
6 months.)
EP: I hate to say
this because I’m not an
especially avid celebrity
watcher, but you have
to pay attention to what
the celebs are up to. For
example, I always look at
Reese Witherspoon’s hair,
and try to effect my own
version of it. There is a
star hair idol for every girl
(again, face shape and hair
texture/type is what’s really important).
So, what about short
versus long when you
want to look “grown up”? I
think sometimes long hair
can look a little young,
or Barbie-like (especially
on us blondes who get a
worse rap in the world
than even pixie cuts). Yet
if it’s well-styled, it can
look more mature than a
bob which can tend to look
simple. Pixie cuts can look
severe in a working environment,
but are also versatile enough to
make you look professional one minute and fun and feminine the next
— again, depending on the way you
style your cut.
JC: I think long hair looks grownup if you pull it back in a professional way, whereas short hair, if
done in a youthful way, has a hard
time looking professional. But we’re
all going to have short hair when
we’re older, so why not have it long
in our youth?!
Whether you love your long locks
or prefer an edgy hairstyle, it’s fair
to say that we agree on one point:
experimenting with your hair is fun
and necessary. And guess what?
Now’s the time to do it — while we’re
young and open-minded enough to
step out of hair-boundaries. After all,
you don’t want to have the same look
you did when you were in fifth grade.
(Or do you?)

Style, more style!
Quick Tips

DON'T
forget that there are some rules…
DO
try something new…
DON'T
leave long hair unstyled…

DON'T
be afraid to get bangs.
growth. Sorry, but that myth bugs
me so much.
AA: So, back to pixie cuts: They
can be dangerous — but only when
you are planning on what kind of
pixie cut you want. There are a few
options: You can choose to have
long bangs in front, a close crop all
around or a Mohawk, but it is here
in the decisive style moment that
you should consider your face. For
example, bangs might overwhelm
small, narrow faces, while a person
with any defining features — wide
forehead, big eyes, square jaw — will
have an easier time with bangs. On
the other hand, the edgy close crop is
meant for those narrow faces, while
anyone with pronounced features
would usually be better off having
some extra hair framing the face.
JC: I like Anne’s comments about
the shape of your face, because on
campus there’s a tendency to just let
hair get long and pay no attention
to how it could be cut to frame your

Photo poll by Sarah Page
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DO
remember your face shape…

“What is
the gift that
you’re afraid
of getting
this
Valentine’s
day?”

Friday, February 15, 2008

A Dozen Roses or Beers
As most of us know, yesterday
was Valentine’s Day, the day during which Cupid shoots his arrow
at couples across the nation, causing everyone to think they have to
be romantic.
Valentine’s Day is one of those
occasions on which to show your
special someone how much you
care. But why, if I may ask, does
there have to be just one day dedicated to romance? In my opinion,
there doesn’t.
People build up the idea of
romance to be this epic concept in
which they associate being romantic with buying a dozen roses, jewelry, or box of chocolates. Although
sweet, there are many more gestures that are
romantic and
many more gifts
that you can
give. Therefore,
here are a few
suggestions not
just for special
occasions, but
for a surprise
on any day.
with
1. Perfume
or cologne. It’s a
win-win. You will like the way your
partner smells even more and they
will enjoy your furthered desire to
be close to them.
2. Surprising your partner
by taking them out to dinner or
having dinner ready for them is
obviously romantic. There are a
plethora of good restaurants down
College Avenue such as Jimmy
John’s or Hunan 1 — General Tso’s
oozes romance.
3. Give your partner flowers.
Roses are good, but try to figure
out her favorite. And though guys
may like flowers, a dozen beers
may be more appreciated.
4. Randomly say you should go
out to a movie theater in Appleton.
Break the norm of in-dorm moviewatching and go to a local theater.

Perhaps if you tell your partner
that you are going to something
like “Atonement” or “Rambo,” they
will appreciate your openness.
5. The Rave down in Milwaukee
constantly has music concerts
going on, so every now and then
check out what they are offering
and surprise your partner with
tickets. It will be a nice break from
campus and music has a way of
bringing people closer together.
6. In general, you can never
go wrong with giving your partner
something you made. Making a CD,
a scrapbook that you can each add
to over time, a knitted hat, or even
some sort of bracelet or necklace
they can wear would all be sweet
gestures.
7. Consider
writing
your
significant other
a love sonnet.
The thoughtfulness of it will
cancel out the
corniness. Or, if
that’s a stretch,
Shakespeare
was a pretty
decent poet.
8. Give your partner an assortment of “coupons” that they can
use when they want. They may
read something like “good for one
back rub” or “good for a long walk
down by the Fox River.”
Showing your partner how
much you care should not be a
chore. You shouldn’t feel obligated
to do something romantic because
society tells you to. This fantastical idea of romance should not be
intended just for Valentine’s Day;
rather, we should all strive to spice
up our relationships on any given
day. So some random Thursday,
go to the thrift shop and pick out
funny outfits for one another, eat
at Hunan 1, and finish it off with
drawing each other in the snow.

Drunk in
Love

Zach Patrick-Riley

Decision
continued from page 4
rather believes in the power of
market solutions at the national
level, leaving renewable energy
policies and funding responsibilities to state and local governments. McCain supports the
current U.S. policy to not sign the
Kyoto Protocol, but only to consider joining on our own terms if
China and India join as well. LCV
score: 26
Barack Obama (D): Obama and
Clinton share many of the same
ideas and goals regarding the
environment — classic Democratic
environmental ideals. The Obama

campaign environmental initiative focuses on the reintroduction of science to political decisions about climate change and
EPA standard-setting. He champions the merits of community
activism, a belief stemming from
Obama’s own past experiences as
a Chicago community organizer.
Obama cites global warming and
the environmental ills it causes as
one of the greatest challenges of
any kind and believes that environmental problems are at the
root of many other political and
social problems. Because of this,
he stated that the environment
and energy would be his top priority in office. LCV score: 96

“Vibrating underwear.”
- Anais Mendez

“A penis.”
- Tyler Vane

“Getting dumped!”
- Alessandra Smith
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Staff Editorial
Pre-party problems
We at The Lawrentian have some criticisms of the current Lawrence
alcohol policy. We are not arguing the illegality of underage drinking
and do not take issue with the need to abide by state law; however,
the current policy of not allowing alcohol in common spaces has some
negative effects, effects which the writers of these policies may or may
not be aware.
The current alcohol policy, as mentioned, allows no open alcoholic
drinks in common spaces. This may seem like an obvious and good
idea, with respect to liability issues; however, it forces drinking into students’ dorm rooms. This is a particular problem at frat and small house
parties, because it doesn’t allow for people to drink in spaces where the
party is actually taking place and therefore encourages “pre-partying.”
Students who “pre-party” typically drink a lot in a short amount of
time before going to the party, which of course can be very dangerous.
Most students go into the pre-party mode planning to drink enough to
stay drunk for hours, thus drinking several drinks in a short period of
time. There are serious health risks to the pre-party: The liver only processes one drink per hour, and blood alcohol levels become dangerous
after only four drinks for women and five for men.
Pushing crowds of students into individual rooms can often lead to
a bunch of inexperienced drinkers drinking together. If you are going to
drink, the best way to do it is responsibly, a habit that is hard to learn,
or learn to respect, amongst other inexperienced, irresponsible peers.
The current policy does not offer much education about responsible drinking. Instead of prohibiting consumption, the administration
should educate students so that they will be aware of the health consequences, not to mention the legal consequences.
Clearly, there are perceived liability issues at the heart of the
current alcohol policy. However, we at The Lawrentian feel that the
administration is protecting their own liability too much with regard to
alcohol consumption in public places. It should not be the university’s
fault if an underage student drinks in a public place, or if a student
drinks too much.
If the administration is truly concerned with liability, perhaps
responsible drinking should be taught and promoted, to both of-age
and underage students. Lawrence recognizes that underage students
drink, but the administration must take the next step to ensure that
Lawrence remains a safe place in which all students can make their own
educated choices.

with James

Eric Prichard

Intergalactic
Electioneering
If you are having trouble sleeping, turn on the TV. Election coverage dominates the media and we
are subjected to boring opinions
about boring candidates. What
really kills me is that in a much
better parallel universe the frontrunners of the two parties are the
Baha Men and Andrew W.K.
If we lived in this parallel universe we would listen to Bore-ack
(haha) Obama talk about change,
but Andrew W.K. talk about partying. Sometimes he would even
forgo the talking and just party,
letting his actions speak for themselves.
There would be concerts
instead of debates and more concerts instead of interviews. We
would not care about pseudoissues like waterboarding, but
would instead ask the important
questions, finally discovering who
really released those dogs.
I know that the last time we
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elected a party animal to the White than one, especially considering
House it did not work out so that in Universe 68 North America
well, but voters should give W.K. has been ruled by the cast of “Two
a chance. Actually, it might be Guys, a Girl and a Pizza Place”
Governor W.K.; I do not actually since 1999.
know a lot about this other uniThe Baha Men would also be
verse. I do know, however, that better presidents internationally.
Governor W.K. advocates taking Some countries and foreign digniAmerica back to its roots.
taries see Andrew W.K.’s hard-line
As he has said repeatedly, “So stances as abrasive.
let’s get a party going, let’s get a
America’s poor international
party going.” Bush says to stay reputation may be hurt even more
the course, but I think we need if he says something polarizing,
to turn America into a party boat like that a country is either for
and steer her toward international partying or against it.
waters, where you can party ‘til
The Baha Men, on the other
you puke.
hand, are universally respected,
The Baha Men, I’m afraid, are and the blonde one even served a
simply too inexperienced when stint as an ambassador to India.
it comes to partying. They would
Despite his diplomatic shortprobably make good presidents comings, Gov. W.K. still has the
in a few more years, but right vote of Parallel Eric. His support
now they are far too green. Their of public education is shown by
inexperience shows when they talk his vow to help under-funded
about
letting
schools, a supdogs out but do We need to turn America port that was
not even begin
probably develinto a party boat…
to ask whether
oped during his
those dogs are
where you can party stint working
partying or not.
for Teach for
'til you puke.
If confrontAmerica with
ed with this
Chris Hooper.
issue, Gov. W.K. would say someHe has not announced his runthing to the effect of, “Party with ning mate yet, but insiders suggest
dogs, party all night, with dogs,” that he is leaning toward Mouse
and I think that everyone can get from “The Matrix.”
behind this stance.
Mouse’s strong experience,
Not that there would not be being in movies that you have not
an advantage to electing the Baha seen for a while, will certainly take
Men. For one, it would be nice to care of any electability issues that
elect multiple black presidents for might arise about his not being a
the first time since Universe 23 real person, and so I think that the
elected Will and Carlton.
right man for the job, Governor
I don’t see why we will vote Andrew W.K., is poised to win the
for a single minority candidate but election.
are reluctant when there are more
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Burned Out

Hopelessly Devoted

Brighton Fowler
Columnist

Valentine’s Day is a notoriously
gendered holiday, and one that, as
a feminist, I should probably reject
altogether. And yet for some strange
reason I shamelessly adore it.
I love the chalky-tasting candy
hearts with kitschy sayings like “Be
Mine” and “Call me.” I melt for the
pink and red decorations in store
windows. I sometimes get a little
choked up when I see a red light-up
heart in someone’s window. I even
get a little bit excited when I see valentines starting to go on display at
the supermarket because it heralds
the approach of this holiday. You
know the cards I’m talking about —
they are mass-produced and aimed

at grade-school children, and somewhat implicitly force them to choose
between two gendered options: the
pastel pony/Barbie/Hello Kitty kind,
or the primary-colored Spiderman/
Spongebob/Lord of the Rings kind.
My love is sick, and I hate myself a
little bit for even writing this.
My perverse fixation with this
“Hallmark holiday” may have a little
something to do with my extremely
artistic, creative and flamboyant
mother, who made every holiday
into an art project/baking/decorating extravaganza (and still does). For
Valentine’s Day she would not only
bake an assortment of cookies and
chocolates, but the house would also
get a totally red and pink makeover,
and inevitably there would be some
sort of huge dinner party to top it
all off. She’s a flag-flying Lawrentian,
and if that’s not “the Lawrence difference,” I don’t know what is. Okay,
so holidays were totally berserk and
fabulous in the Fowler household,

but that does not account entirely
for my perverted obsession with this
inherently heterosexual, hegemonic,
stupid, depressing holiday!
You would think that adolescent
scars etched into my psyche would
be enough to make me reevaluate
my devotion but it seems I cannot be dismayed. Like some sort of
traumatic recollection, I remember
quite vividly how flowers became a
symbol of beauty, popularity, and
acceptance on this day. How out of
allegiance to your female comrades
you sent each other those classroom-delivered carnations and roses
in order to spare one another the
utter humiliation of receiving none
at all. I cringe at my recollection
of Ali Baker, the girl whose desk
was transformed into an altar on
February 14 by worshiping teenage
boys who covered it with chocolates, cards, and balloons, material
symbols of her beauty and social
status. This is a holiday curiously

“A Valentine - I HATE
Valentine’s Day. No matter
what a guy does, we lose.”

based around masculine recognition
of idealized femininity.
The other day after a particularly lively FCC meeting (Feminist
Conversation Club, check it on
Moodle) I was asking a fellow member if it would be possible to “queer”
Valentine’s Day, an idea I had gotten
from the theory we were reading that
day about the possibility of queer
heterosexuality (“Virgins & Queers:
Rehabilitating
Heterosexuality,
Kitzinger & Wilkinson). By “queering” it, I mean unhinging it from the
traditional heterosexual romance
narrative, where material objects
come to symbolize an exemplary
performance of traditional femininity. To “queer” it, my friend suggested that I send cards that with sayings like, “Be My Butch” or “Romance
is Hegemony” or even suggested an
S&M valentine… which I am still
trying to rap my brain around days
later. These suggestions, although
lively and progressive, are not exact-

ly the type of cards I was envisioning
sending to Grandma.
My particular deconstruction is
that Valentine’s Day is a holiday
steeped in feminist objections. A celebrated day of “romance” wherein
women give the gift of themselves
(often in a pornalicious negligee
bought from a global conglomerate such as Victoria’s Secret) and
men give expensive objects (possibly jewelry from Tiffany’s or other
blood-diamond retailers), and all the
while the mainstream media, capitalist markets, and the “powers that
be” profit from this seemingly sentimental campaign. From this radical feminist’s viewpoint, Valentine’s
Day seems more like an economic
exchange, than a romantic celebration. Yet believing all of this, until
my feminist guilt supersedes my
unwarranted, inexplicable, and disgusting adoration, February 14, I
heart you.

“Having too many
secret admirers.”

The opinions expressed in
these editorials are those
of the students, faculty,
and community members
who submitted them. All
facts are as provided by the
authors. The Lawrentian does
not endorse any opinions
piece except for the staff
editorial, which represents
a majority of the editorial
board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit
their own opinions using the
parameters outlined in the
masthead.

-Andrew Blair
- Mike Schokmiller

“A screaming banshee.”

“A broken heart.”

- Renee Wagner

- Max Halverson
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Chris Potter brings jazz prowess to Chapel
Amelia Perron
Staff  Writer

The Lawrence community
had the rare privilege of hearing
Grammy-nominated jazz saxophone
giant Chris Potter and his band
Underground in the Lawrence Chapel
last Friday night.
Potter brings an illustrious background to his playing. He has studied
at the New School and the Manhattan
School of Music, continuing on to
play with such musicians and groups
as Kenny Werner, Marian McPartland,
Red Rodney, Mingus Big Band, Steely
Dan, Dave Holland, and a number
of others. His performances have
brought him to festivals and concert
venues around the world.
Potter’s mastery of his broad
influences has created a masterful
personal idiom. “One of his albums,
“Gratitude,” is literally a dedication
to all of his influences including

Coleman Hawkins, Sonny Rollins,
Lester Young, Joe Henderson, Wayne
Shorter, John Coltrane, Charlie
Parker, etc.,” said jazz saxophonist
Ben Doherty, ‘07. “Potter has studied
what each of these guys have done
and internalized and what comes out
in his playing is this vast amount of
history he has learned with his own
spin on it.”
Potter, of course, can base his
creative explorations on a very solid
technique. “His technical ability
knows no bounds,” Doherty said.
The fluency of Potter’s playing never
surpassed his musical expression,
however. His tightly structured solos
stayed close to form, and even with
all the notes he fired out, he didn’t
waste a single one.
Potter never distanced himself
from his band (Craig Taborn, keyboard, Nate Smith, drums, and Adam
Rogers, guitar) either, interacting
with their creative input, and with

Photo courtesy of Google Images
Potter and his band Underground performed an impressive show in the Chapel last Friday night.
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Coming to
your senses
Movies
Thursday, February 14
“Definitely, Maybe”
“Jumper”
“The Spiderwick Chronicles”
“Step Up 2 the Streets”

Photo courtesy of Google Images
Grammy-nominated Chris Potter combines multiple influences to create his own unique style.

three strong musicians behind him,
there was no need to leave them in
the dust. Doherty noted, “Nate Smith
grooves so hard you just can’t help
but get into it.”
In case a stellar band, unimpeachable chops and a deeply internalized
intimacy with the jazz greats wasn’t
enough to win over the audience,
Potter also gave them music that no
one, jazz connoisseur or newcomer,
could turn away from.
“A lot of their tunes are groovebased,” said Doherty, highlighting
the accessibility of the music. “They
may have complex melodies and
harmonies, but when it gets down to
it, the blowing sections are generally
wide open grooves.” Of Potter’s original compositions, he added, “I think
it is very sophisticated and forwardlooking without being complex just
for the sake of being complex.”
In an afternoon master class,

students got to see Potter’s more
human side and a hint of what
makes him great. “The majority of
his practicing happens all in his head
just simply thinking about music,”
Doherty remarked. “He said if you
really thought hard about a particular thing for an hour then that would
be really good for a day.” A welcome
thought to most young music students, and perhaps an explanation
for Potter’s concise style.
Doherty shared one final testimony to Potter’s intuitive approach
to playing — or perhaps to his modesty. “[Another saxophone student]
gave Chris Potter a transcription of
one of Chris’ solos that [the student]
had transcribed for him to autograph. Chris looked over the transcription for a few minutes and said
‘I played this?’ Then he signed it, ‘I
can’t play this — Chris Potter.’”

DVD
Tuesday, February 19
“American Gangster”
“Michael Clayton”
“Margot at the Wedding”
“Lust, Caution”
“In the Valley of Elah”

Percussionist Michael Spiro examines Afro-Cuban music
Alicia Bones
Staff  Writer

Before attending renowned
percussionist Michael Spiro’s lecture “The Music of Cuba,” most
members of the audience thought
the word Creole came from New
Orleans and that the word rumba
was pronounced with an “h.” In his
lecture, presented February 10 in
Harper Hall, Michael Spiro used history, percussion instruments, and
some Lawrence students to help stiff
Westerners find their Afro-Cuban
groove.
Michael Spiro has been presenting lectures and teaching master
classes to percussion students at
Lawrence since 2003. According to
his Web site, Spiro has played on
thousands of recordings and has
produced important records in the
genre of Latin music. His CD “BataKetu” was released in 1996 and was
considered one of the top 50 percussion recordings of all time by Drum
magazine.
Spiro focused his lecture on
how the combination of African and
Cuban music formed a new genre of
music called “Creole,” meaning “a
blend.” He said “many, many, many,
many African groups came to Cuba,”
due, in part, to the fact the African
slave trade was alive and well in
Cuba after it was outlawed in neighboring countries. Throughout their
indenture, slaves often retained their
African culture. After the slave trade
ended in 1884, their African heritage
became part of the culture of Cuba.
Drums were often outlawed during the slave trade because they
were a means of communication,
so slaves had to find new ways of
creating percussion instruments out

of found objects. This is how the
shekere drum was born. Spiro said
slaves would make these drums out
of gourds, which would harden in
the sun, and then wrap them with
a corded layer of seeds or shells
that they then could shake to make
a sound.
In the same tradition of using
found items for percussion, Spiro
explained a type of drums called
kahons. These drums were made
from wooden boxes originally used
for shipping things to the island.
Yambú, a form of the Afro- Cuban
dance rumba, is played on these
boxes.
As much as the U.S. is influenced
by Afro-Cuban dance styles such
as the rumba, the cha-cha, and the
bolero, Spiro said, “Cuban music has
been very influenced by American
music [as well].” To illustrate this
fact, Spiro played a recording the
famous Cuban band Los Van Van
(The Go Gos in English) called “It’s
Gonna Make You Crazy” about different cultures’ influence on Cuban
music.
Spiro also utilized the talent of
the Lawrence percussion studio to
help him demonstrate examples of
different types of Afro-Cuban music
as well as to sing and play an unfinished, untitled piece on which he is
currently working.
Spiro was in residence this year
February 7-10 and presented a series
of master classes to the percussion studios. The grueling schedule,
including master classes, practice
and performance, lasted from 9-5
p.m. on Saturday and 9-4 p.m. on
Sunday, said junior percussionist
Felicia Behm. In regards to Spiro,
Behm commented, “He’s intense
because he knows what he’s talk-

ing about and he wants us to get it
right.”
Michael Spiro’s newest CD

“BataMbira” was released in 2005
and is available online.

Music
Tuesday, February 12
Bon Iver
“For Emma, Forever Ago”
Mountain Goats
“Heretic Pride”
Rick Ross
“Trilla”
Mike Doughty
“Golden Delicious”
Apes
“Ghost Games”

Photo courtesy of michaelspiro.com
Michael Spiro brought his extensive knowledge of  Afro-Cuban music to Lawrence students last weekend.
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Alex Schaaf

Arts and Entertainment Editor

Every once in a while, “the power
of music” becomes more than a trite
and clichéd statement. Sometimes,
it’s an actual living, breathing thing
that refuses to be dismissed, pushing its way past preconceptions and
ignorant attitudes to hit your very
core, making you forget everything
you had thought to be worth worrying about.

Last Sunday night in a crowded room in Eau Claire, Wis., Justin
Vernon, going by the stage/recording name Bon Iver, gathered his closest friends and family to privately
perform his newest album. At least
that’s what it felt like.
While a few in the crowd were
either related to Eau Claire native
Vernon or one of the other two band
members (most notably including
Mike Noyce, who left Lawrence last
term to tour with Vernon), the rest

Photo courtesy of Staciaann Photography
Mike Noyce recently went from Conservatory student to touring musician, supporting Bon Iver.

of us were joined instead by his
music.
The story of Bon Iver is almost as
famous as the music itself. Following
the breakup of his band DeYarmond
Edison, Vernon returned home to
Eau Claire, and took to the outdoors.
He isolated himself in a hunting
cabin in the northwestern Wisconsin
woods, and recorded “For Emma,
Forever Ago.” Filled with haunting,
brooding melodies over very sparse
instrumentation, usually just a guitar
or two, the nine-song album gained
much attention after review website
Pitchfork gave it a high rating and a
feature spot on their website.
In the months since the original release, Bon Iver has signed
with a label, started a national tour,
and officially re-released the album
under the Jagjaguwar label. The show
Sunday night served as a kickoff for
the tour, which will reach from Los
Angeles to Washington, with several stops in between. According to
Noyce, the band will also travel to
Canada before heading off to Europe
later in the spring.
Coming onto a crowded stage in
front of a small but eager audience,
Vernon thanked the crowd for coming and apologized for anyone who
couldn’t get in, promising, “We’ll
get them in next time.” He said he
would perform the whole album,
from track one to the end, because,
as he put it, “How else would you do
it in this situation?”
Noyce, who was in his sophomore year here at Lawrence before
he left for the tour, accompanied
Vernon on varied guitars, playing
both bass and rhythm parts, filling
in the beautiful texture that was created on the album.
He also was responsible for contributing backup vocals for almost
every song, not an easy task by any
means, as Vernon’s vocals found
a solid home in his upper falsetto
throughout the night. A drummer
filled out the remainder of the band,
and also contributed vocals.
Vernon executed a fairly faithful

Photo courtesy of Staciaann Photography
Justin Vernon recorded his debut Bon Iver album in the isolated woods of northwestern Wisconsin.

reenactment of the album, matching both the musical and emotional
levels that made it onto the tape in
his hunting cabin. A few moments
marked clear departure, however,
as Vernon exhibited his chops on
“Blindsided”, finishing the song off
with a crippling guitar solo. “For
Emma” was also much more energized than on the album, steering
away from the more somber take
that he went with for the recording.
A crowd sing-along on “The
Wolves (Act I and II)” provided a
peak of the evening. The chorus of
“What might have been lost” found

a resounding new life in the hands
of the audience, as they sang out
while the band broke down the song
in an almost manic, chaotic fashion,
disassembling the beat almost to the
point of no return.
Bon Iver’s Web site states, “It
wasn’t planned. The goal was to
hibernate,” referring to the recording process. Whatever it was that got
Vernon through those long winter
nights, it provided the backdrop to
create a masterpiece of an album,
one that he will be proud to support for many long winter nights
to come.

Artist Spotlight: Dani Simandl
by Anna Hainze

Photo by Stephen Anunson

While many of Lawrence’s musicians got their start in the music world through parental coercion, the
story behind the Lawrence Symphony Orchestra co-concertmaster’s big beginnings in the business is a bit
different.
Although originally a pianist, everything changed the day Dani Simandl heard “Boil Them Cabbage Down”
at an elementary school talent show. Not Vivaldi’s “Four Seasons” or Sibelius’ “Violin Concerto in D Minor,”
but Anonymous’ inspiring “Boil Them Cabbage Down.” Simandl admitted, “Once I learned to play ‘Boil Them
Cabbage Down’ we all knew there was no turning back.”
And she’s still going strong on the violin, even though a brief stint with the cello sidetracked her at one
point. Luckily, membership in her high school’s fiddle club and the subsequent gigs at such events as the
2003 Speedskating World Cup got her back on track.
Simandl has since had opportunities that led her to amazing experiences, such as traveling to China for
two weeks at the Beijing International Music Festival this past summer.
When asked why she chose Lawrence out of all of the countless conservatories in the nation, Simandl
responded, “Lawrence’s community of loving, respectful, and supportive people has been the biggest factor
in helping me find my way thus far.”
Looking to the future, she noted, “Because you can rarely control your life once you’ve let music take it
over, I will just let the music take me where it wants. And hopefully it wants me to live in something other
than a box and eat at least once a day in the future.”

Become an A&E Editor for The Lawrentian!
Email us at lawrentian@lawrence.edu
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Fencing defeats big schools at Notre Dame Duals
Chiara Terzuolo
for The Lawrentian

The LU fencers were in top form
at the Notre Dame Duals, February
9-10. Despite having traveled to

tournaments for three weekends in
a row, the athletes all gave stunning performances, with results to

Photo courtesy of Chiara Terzuolo
Senior Foilist Alice Shoen on the attack at Notre Dame Duals meet.

Sports in the
real world

Kyle Nodarse
Staff  Writer

What to do during February? I
am at a loss right now. Baseball season hasn’t started up yet; both college and professional football have
ended; and professional basketball
is a joke to watch during the regular
season.
Here’s what I’ve decided, and I
know everyone is anxious to hear my
answer. Nothing. I am going to do
nothing until March Madness rolls
around. I’m going to ignore Sports
Center and I’m going to stop watching ESPN every day. I’m going to stop
reading the sports pages from USA
Today and The Chicago Tribune.
I’m going to stop looking at Yahoo!
Sports and espn.com to stay on top
of everything that is going on in the
sports realm. I’m going to stop reading three different subscriptions to
sports magazines.
That’s right. I’m giving up sports
for the month. Sort of. My goal during this month is to attend as many
Lawrence University events as possible. I haven’t been to a basketball
game this season, so I’m going to
head out and cheer on our men’s
basketball team and our women’s
basketball team February 16 against
Beloit at 2 and 4 p.m.
I’m going to head over to the rec
center over reading period to cheer
on the swimming and diving programs as they head into conference
championships. And I’m going to
cheer on hockey, wrestling and fencing as they head to their respective
sites for their conference championships as well.
This month is all about Lawrence
for me — maybe you should do the
same! Good luck Vikings!

match. The women’s team fenced on
Saturday and, in spite of the continuing issue with incomplete squads,
posted a combined record of 43 (beating Oberlin, Detroit-Mercy,
Purdue and Cleveland State).
The women’s Foil squad led the
way, finishing with an impressive 61 record. The ladies only lost to the
Fighting Irish, but not before giving
them a run for their money. The
two-woman Epee squad posted a 43 record, and completely defeated
the full squads from Oberlin and
Cleveland. The two-woman Sabre
squad, still coping with last weekend’s injuries, beat Oberlin.
The following day the men’s
team proved their might in battle
by posting a 5-3 record (defeating Oberlin, Detroit-Mercy, Purdue,
Bowling Green and Wayne State).
The Men’s Sabre squad took the
lead, ending the day 6-2. They only
lost to Notre Dame, and were only
one bout away from victory over
University of Chicago. Men’s Foil
also fenced very well, finishing
with a 5-3 record, after soundly
defeating the University of Chicago
team. Men’s Epee, despite being
one fencer short, pushed to a great
4-4 result.
The Viking fencers will be in
intensive training for the next
two weeks, as they prepare for
Conference on February 23-24,
which will be held at Notre Dame.
After that, those who qualify will
be traveling to Detroit, in order to
compete in regionals, held March
2-3.

Men’s basketball starts new winning streak
Douglas McEneaney
Staff  Writer

After the heartbreaking loss to
Carroll College Saturday, Feb. 2, the
Vikings needed to once again prove
to the conference that they are the
team to beat. The Vikings hosted
Monmouth College and Lake Forest
College Friday and Saturday, respectively. Both were worthy opponents,
so the Vikings once again needed to
play like they have been all season.
Friday’s game against Monmouth
started slightly slower than expected
for the Vikings. The score in the
early minutes had a seesaw effect, as
the Vikings were never really allowed
to break away from Monmouth.
With 7:13 left in the first half,
the Scots were within two points
and the fans reluctantly prepared
themselves for a possible repeat of
Carroll. As the rest of the first half
played out, the Vikings reassured
their fans that no such occurrence
would happen. From that 7:13 minute mark, the Vikings went on an
18-2 run to close the first half. The
Vikings led 49-31 at halftime.

The second half began just as
the first half had ended. From 7:13
left in the first half to the 15:32
mark of the second half, our Vikings
outscored the Scots 39-7, creating a
gap too large to battle back from.
With 15 minutes left in the second half, the Vikings had a comfortable lead of 34 points. The largest
lead of 38 was with a little over four
minutes to play off senior George
Hogen’s three-pointer.
The game ended 105-68. Eighteen
players saw time, with none seeing less than five minutes. Juniors
Ryan Kroeger and Chris Page led
the Vikings with 16 points apiece,
and a special congratulations went
to Hogen for his career-high nine
points.
After the win against Monmouth,
the Vikings knew they had to remain
level minded against the Foresters of
Lake Forest. The Vikings knew that
maintaining first place stature is
equally important when playoff time
rolls around.
The Vikings scored first in
Saturday’s game and lead for the first
few minutes. However, the Foresters

battled back and once again, both
teams were fighting for leads.
The first half saw six lead
changes with no lead greater than
the Vikings’ six points to begin the
game. The half concluded with the
Foresters up 38-36.
In the early minutes of the second half, both teams once again
fought resiliently for a lead. It was
not until the 14:54 mark that the
Vikings finally were able to go on
a run.
Over those next 10 minutes, the
Vikings went on a 23 - 6 run, shattering much hope for the Foresters.
With a score of 71 - 51 with a little
less than five minutes to play, the
Vikings knew the game was theirs
with smart basketball.
Their lead remained in double
digits for the rest of the game and
the game ended 84 - 69 in favor of
the Vikings.
The Vikings lead the conference
with an overall record of 16-2, 11-1
in conference. The Vikings retained
their top-25 ranking by D3hoops.
com, falling at the 23rd spot.

Lawrence University

Scoreboard
Men's Basketball

Lawrence		
Monmouth		

105
68

Lawrence		
Lake Forest		

84
69

Women's Basketball
Lawrence		
Monmouth		

51
66

Lawrence		
Lake Forest		

60
71

Hockey

Lawrence		
Northland		

6
3

Lawrence		
Northland		

5
0

Standings
Men's Basketball

Team
MWC	O’All
Lawrence *
11-1
16-2
Carroll *
10-3
14-5
St. Norbert
8-5
12-8
Grinnell
7-5
12-7
Lake Forest
6-6
10-9
Knox
6-7
7-13
Illinois College
5-8
9-11
Monmouth
4-8
4-14
Ripon
4-9
9-11
Beloit
2-11
4-16

Women's Basketball

Team
MWC	O’All
St. Norbert
12-1
16-4
Carroll
11-2
17-3
Lake Forest
10-2
16-3
Beloit
8-5
12-8
Monmouth
6-6
10-9
Illinois College
6-7
10-10
Grinnell
5-7
7-12
Ripon
3-10
6-14
Lawrence
1-11
4-15
Knox
1-12
3-17

Hockey — Northern Divison
Team
Finlandia
Lawrence
UM-Crookston
Northland

W-L-T	
13-5-0
9-8-1
4-14-0
3-15-0

Pts
26
19
8
6

Statistics are courtesy of
www.lawrence.edu and
www.midwestconference.
org and are current as of
Feb. 13, 2008

GO VIKES GO!

Swimming prepares for conference meet at LU
Kyle Nodarse
for The Lawrentian

The Lawrence University men’s
and women’s swimming and diving
programs head into reading period
looking to score big in their home
pool during the weekend at their
conference championships Friday,
Saturday and Sunday. Both teams
have had successful seasons under
first year coach Daniel Lloyd and
both teams are looking for high
finishes this weekend. The women
head into conference in second place
overall with 824.5 points and the
men sit in fourth with 495. Good
luck to both teams this weekend!

Photo courtesy of  Hayley Vatch
The Swimming and Diving teams hope to repeat their success at Conference Championships this weekend in the Rec Center.

COME CHEER
ON YOUR LU
VIKINGS THIS
WEEKEND!
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Hockey picks up two wins Athlete of the Week: Adam Brand '09
against Northland College
Hockey
Ted Greeley
Staff  Writer

The men’s hockey team headed
to Northland College in Ashland,
Wis. to take on the LumberJacks this
past weekend. The Vikes swept the
LumberJacks in a two-game series.
Friday night, in an offensive
showcase, the Vikings scored six
goals in the win. Sophomore Billy
Siers opened the scoring at 7:02 into
the period, with an assist to senior
Neil Wallace.
Northland responded with a
power-play goal at 9:31 off a holding call. Lawrence would add their
own power-play tally at 15:23, when
freshman Josh DeSmit scored with
assists to senior Josh Peterson and
freshman Matt Jacobs.
The second period began with
a power-play goal at 7:08 of the
period by junior Nick Jennette with
assists to Siers and sophomore Marc
Howe. Northland responded with a
power-play goal at 10:36, but 23
seconds later Howe scored, with
assists to DeSmit and junior Austin
Montgomery, to take a 4-2 lead into
the third period.
In the third period, the
LumberJacks opened the scoring
with an even-strength goal at 7:34
into the period. Jennette added an
even-strength tally at 15:20 with
assists to Howe and DeSmit. Howe
ended the scoring at 18:35, and
Jennette assisted, giving the Vikings
a 6-3 win.
Freshman Evan Johnson made
15 saves on the night, while Daniel

McIntosh of the LumberJacks made
46.
Saturday night Lawrence took
on the beleaguered LumberJacks,
winning convincingly 5-0. The game
remained scoreless until freshman
Pat Brenner found Howe on the penalty kill and Howe found the twine
at 17:44.
Sophomore Masa Takahashi
added to the lead at 19:32 with a
power-play goal, with junior Mike
Ackley and Peterson assisting. The
second period saw the Vikings extend
their lead with a goal by Brenner,
assisted by Jacobs and freshman
Corey Garrett.
In the third period, Howe added
an unassisted short-handed goal at
12:48, and DeSmit added a powerplay goal at 17:15 of the period, with
Ackley and Peterson assisting.
Team captain Peterson commented, “It was like an old street
hockey game where you asked your
buddies to stay for one more and
then nobody tries. [Northland] just
didn’t want to be there.”
Unbeaten in their last five games,
Lawrence seems to be hitting their
stride just at the right time. The
Vikes head to Hancock, Mich. to take
on Finlandia University in a series of
games this weekend.
Only one point behind MSOE for
fourth place in the MCHA, Lawrence
still has a chance at home ice in the
first round of the playoffs. Lawrence
needs the outright lead because
MSOE controls in the case of a tie,
with more goals scored.

Tara Carmody
Staff  Writer

What is your favorite team memory?
All the time spent in hotels freshman year,
when Josh Peterson, Mitch Sabo and I were
all roommates. One night I woke up to
Peterson peering over at the bed that Sabo
and I were in, using his cell phone as a
flashlight, ready to kill Sabo because he was
snoring so loud.
What are your thoughts on the season?
Well, the season didn’t start out the way we
wanted it to, but with one weekend left in
the regular season we are starting to peak at
the right time. This weekend is very important to us, because if we win this weekend
we will be able to play two more games at
home in front of our fans.
Would you rather have tickets to the
opera or to “Seal on Ice”? Well this might
be the most off topic question I have ever
Photo courtesy of Tara Carmody
been asked during an interview, but I would
have to say that I would have to go with Junior defender Adam Brand (4) plays aggressively against Northland College.
“Seal on Ice,” for the simple reason that if I got the urge I would be able to put my skates on and go out there
to bundle one of the skaters.
How close are you to breaking the record for most penalty minutes and how does that make you feel?
Well I’m not sure the exact number, but I think it’s somewhere around 40 more minutes until I have the record.
To tell you the truth I am pretty proud of the fact that my name will probably be in the Lawrence record books
for this record because it kind of shows how I played the game while I was here. Granted, there are a few of those
penalties that I am not very proud of, but there are also a few that I know probably saved a goal, or changed the
momentum of a game.
Who is your favorite athlete and why? My favorite athlete of all time is Bobby Orr. I wear my #4 in tribute to
him. He completely changed the game of hockey for defensemen. He was a man with unbelievable skill and heart.
He felt that puck control was the most important part of the game; that no matter where on the ice the puck was
that if his team had control of it that they were in real good shape. He was also tough as nails, and showed this
by playing through some amazing injuries. He was also one of the most feared players of his time.

Athlete of the Week: Caresse Reiland '10 Women’s basketball loses
Basketball
Tara Carmody
Staff  Writer

What is your favorite team memory?
It’s really hard to narrow down because
there are so many, but my favorite team
memory this year would have to be dancing
with the women’s and men’s teams on the
bus on the way home from away games.
What are your thoughts on the season? This year has been tough, and anyone
can see that by viewing our record, but
I am proud to be a part of my team. We
have never let up and we play with pride.
The hard times and close losses have only
brought us closer together as a team and
as friends on and off the court. We have
a chemistry that I’ve never been a part of
before.
You have filled some big shoes this
year. What have you done to help prepare
for that position? I didn’t really plan on
having to fill any shoes. When I had a meeting with Coach Walsh in the beginning of
the year I remember being told that this
year was a year that I could really focus on
improving my skills without any pressure
Photo courtesy of Lawrence University Athletics
seeing as I am only a sophomore and we
Sophomore Caresse Reiland drives to the basket with authority.
have extremely talented seniors in the spotlight. Unfortunately, our team has been injury-prone and I guess I just naturally stepped up through playing
my best and leaving everything on the court. I guess I really took advantage of being able to play everyday and
I really wanted to do it for the girls who couldn’t play. I think I’m just lucky.
Would you rather be able to dunk or shoot 50 percent from the three-point line? I’d probably rather dunk,
because I can already shoot 50 percent from behind the arc…just kidding! But yeah, being able to dunk would
probably be one of the coolest achievements as a female basketball player. I guess I’ll work on my vertical this
summer!
What is your favorite and least favorite thing about Chris Carlson? My favorite thing about Chris Carlson
is his amazing girlfriend, Margaret Rhatican. And my least favorite thing about Chris Carlson is his inability to
keep up with my witty commentary and extremely clever disses. And his black hair.

to Monmouth, Lake Forest
Ted Greeley
Staff  Writer

The women’s basketball team
dropped a pair of games this past
weekend, losing to Monmouth on
Friday and Lake Forest on Saturday.
Friday, Lawrence fell behind at
15:38 of the first half and was down
by as many as 15 points in the half.
The Vikings went on an 11-2 run
to make the score 27-21, Monmouth
leading, with 0:13 left. A last-second
three-point shot by Katie Sheets of
Monmouth made the score 30-21 at
the half.
In the second half, Monmouth
extended their lead to 19 at 14:10.
The Vikes battled back, chipping
away at the large lead. At 6:01 of the
second half, a jumper by freshman
Sarah Ehlinger brought the Vikings
within six, but a 14-5 run in favor of
Monmouth doomed Lawrence.
Sophomore Caresse Reiland
led the Vikings with 16 points, 17
rebounds and 10 blocks for the tri-

ple-double. Meanwhile, senior Jenny
Stoner added 12 points, seven steals
and five assists. Reiland broke the
Lawrence record for blocks in a game,
previously set at 8.
On Saturday, the Vikes took on
Lake Forest. The Vikings fell behind by
seven points in the first four minutes
of the game. Lawrence fought for and
took the lead at 11:07 of the half with
a three-point shot by sophomore Laura
Aerts. In the next few minutes there
were four lead changes. Lawrence fell
behind with 6:25 left, but went into
the half only down by six.
Lake Forest began the second half
with a 9-4 run, giving them an 11point lead. Lawrence never regained
the lead and ultimately fell 71-60.
Reiland continued her outstanding play from the night before leading the Vikings with 25 points and
17 rebounds for the double-double.
Stoner, Aerts, and senior Carrie Van
Groll each added nine points in the
effort.

Wrestling forfeits 5 at Stevens Point
Ben Webster
Staff  Writer

The Lawrence wrestling team
traveled to UW-Stevens Point last
Wednesday, returning to Lawrence
with a small victory in hand.
Junior Tony Norton was the lone
victor in the 149-pound weight class,
defeating Matt Theisen 7-2. Norton
remains above the .500 mark with
12 wins and 10 losses. The rest
of our Vikings suffered defeats,
putting UW-Stevens Point ahead of
the Vikings with 45 points while

Lawrence had only 3. The losses
were aggravated by five forfeits. A
forfeit occurs when one team does
not have a wrestler for a particular
weight division, and the other team
does.
The Vikings’ record is now
1-7, 0-5 WIAC, with the Oshkosh
meet approaching on February 15
in Oshkosh. Sophomore Sam Laes
(17-8), Norton (12-10), and senior
captain Jack Peters (16-10) aren’t
quitting. Come out and support our
Vikes!
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Variety
What’s on your iPod?: Dave Lofstrom

1. “High Come Down,” Junior Boys
Less poppy than The Postal
Service and less repetitive than
Underworld. “High Come Down,” as
well as the album “Last Exit,” grasps
a unique and delightful combination
of lyrics, beats and instrumentals
making a relaxed but dynamic electronic album.
2. “I’ll Sleep When I’m Dead,”
Warren Zevon
Warren Zevon’s music can be
described as nothing short of weird.
Rock and roll music with satirical
lyrics. His musicianship is great and
the stories he weaves in his songs
are fun, some times disturbing and
above all else ridiculous.
3. “I Luv U,” Dizzee Rascal
“I Luv U” is definitely the epitome of what Dizzee Rascal’s music is
all about and is one of my favorite
songs of all time. His beats in this
song are outrageous, a little on the
raw side, complex and masterfully
put together. The sound that is created is over the top and unique.

4. “Kill,” Jimmy Eat World
This is another song that is one
of my all-time favorites. “Kill” has
simple and straightforward lyrics
with a great combination of acoustic
and electric instruments. I love this
song because it does what I believe
music should do. It grabs you and
makes you feel something. The song
is romantic and excruciatingly, perhaps even painfully, sad. Every time
I hear it I say to myself, “Man, I know
how he was feeling.”
5. “A Kind Of Magic,” Queen
I love Queen. The guitars, bass
lines, vocals — everything about
their music inspires me. To be honest, it makes me smile, though I
could not tell you why.
6. “Ocean,” Venus DeMars
Dark, glam and transsexual rockand-roll. Venus DeMars is the musical genius behind the Minneapolis
band All The Pretty Horses. The
instrumentals urgently drive the
song forward, while Venus’ voice is

deep and relaxing. Every time I hear
the song I melt into it’s simple and
infectious sound.
7. “Either Way,” Guster
Guster is one of my all-time
favorite bands. I love the fact that
all parts of their songs are musical.
Their vocals are used as instruments
to create a unified, flowing, and
graceful quality in all their music.
They have a fantastic sound and
unique style using a wide range of
instruments. In my opinion, truly
one of the best bands out there.
8. “One More Time/Aerodynamic,”
Daft Punk
This particular song is from Daft
Punk’s “Alive 2007” album. It combines two of their most well-known
songs into one track. Daft Punk
has always been one of my favorite
artists to listen to because of their
fresh and electronic sound. They
take ideas and sounds from other
musical pieces or other groups and
make it their own. Daft Punk takes
something old, refreshes it and puts

their own spin on it. Each track, and
album, has a distinct and thrilling
evolution as it progresses; this evolution creates a story within each
song and album. When I hear their
music I almost have to get up and
dance. Long story short: I love it.
9. “Africa,” Toto
This is easily one of the most
embarrassing songs that I could possibly put on here. I like this songs
poppy and catchy sound. This is one
of those songs that comes on and I
can’t help but sing along. It’s upbeat,
fun and everybody knows it.
10. “Into The Airwaves,” Jack’s
Mannequin
Jack’s Mannequin is Andrew
McMahon’s side project. The album
“Everything In Transit” is a concept
album; the songs work together and
bounce off each other to create a
story and a montage of feelings as
the album plays. The album is piano
rock at it’s finest. The sound is infectious, melodic and draws you in.
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Words of the Wise
What is written without effort
is in general read without pleasure.
-Samuel Johnson
Whatever you do will be insignificant, but it is very important
that you do it.
-Mahatma Gandhi
You can't build a reputation
on what you are going to do.
-Henry Ford

— All submissions to the editorial pages must be accompanied by a phone number at
which the author can be contacted. Articles submitted without a
contact number will not be published.
— The Lawrentian reserves
the right to print any submissions received after the above
deadline and to edit each submission for clarity, decency,
and grammar.
— Letters to the editor should not
be more than 350 words, and will
be edited for clarity, decency,
and grammar.
— Guest editorials may be
arranged by contacting the
editor in chief or the editorials
editor in advance of the publishing date.

